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The new lattice to achieve the science

Figure 1-1 : Schematic of the current Diamond DBA (Double Bend Achromat) lattice (bottom), and the proposed design of a DTBA (Double Triple 
Bend Achromat) lattice for Diamond-II (top).

The brightness and coherent fraction of the photon beams for Diamond-II will be dramatically increased due to the 
reduction in electron emittance. Most experiments exploit brightness rather than coherence, particularly in the hard X-ray 
range where spatial !ltering is always required, and so another de!ning feature of Diamond-II is an increase in machine 
energy to 3.5 GeV. The improved "ux output from insertion devices with this ring energy results in a substantial increase 
in brightness at medium and high energies (Figure 1-2) despite the slight increase in horizontal emittance and reduction 
of the coherent fraction at low photon energy (Figure 1-3). This choice of ring energy still provides more than a factor 
of twenty reduction in horizontal emittance compared to the current machine. The photon brightness and coherent 
fraction are plotted in Figures 1-2 and 1-3 for a set of IDs covering the entire energy range accessible at Diamond. Whilst 
the coherent fraction decreases for the 3.5 GeV machine with respect to 3.0 GeV, it is marginal compared to the increase in 
brightness at higher energy (a factor of 4 at 25 keV for the Cryogenic Permanent Magnet Undulator (CPMU) to be installed 
on I11). Of course, increasing the electron current of the ring from 300 mA to 500 mA instead of increasing the energy was 
another option considered initially, but will not provide such a gain at the high energy end of the spectrum.  

Figure 1-2 : Brightness for a set of selected sources at Diamond (blue curves), Diamond-II at 3 GeV (green curves) and Diamond-II at 3.5 GeV (red 
curves). In the UV regime, soft X-ray regime and hard X-ray, the brightness curves are shown respectively for the I05, I21, the future CPMU 15.6 
mm period (to be installed on I11 and VMXm), and for the superconducting wiggler on I12 (JEEP).  All calculations have been made with Spectra 
9 using the Wigner function. A phase error of 3° for the undulators has been taken into account analytically.
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2.7nm.rad

160pm.rad

One dipole replaced by 6 dipoles, smaller fields, lower deflection =>  lower emittance.

Go to higher energies 3.5GeV

Lower emittance, 
Increased capacity,
Higher energies

Design and changes in energy reduce the emittance by a factor of 20



Improvements
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Figure 1-3 : Coherent fraction in the horizontal direction as a function of Energy for Diamond (blue), Diamond-II at 3 GeV (green) and Diamond-
II at 3.5 GeV (red). All curves have been produced with Spectra using the Wigner function and approximating the coherent fraction as the ratio 
between the Brightness and the Brightness calculated in the limit of zero emittance and zero energy spread. 

The Diamond-II Science Case contains strong drivers to increase the !ux and brightness in the hard X-ray regime, as 
highlighted by consultations with the user community in recent workshops. The advent of pixelated counters with high-Z 
materials (GaAs, CdTe) and excellent quantum e"ciencies at high X-ray energy allows the very e#ective exploitation 
of high !ux in this energy range, which $nds many applications in imaging, di#raction and spectroscopy. We foresee 
that, combined with the continuous improvement of short period IDs, the appetite for !ux-hungry or brightness 
limited hard X-ray applications will continue to grow and justify the choice of ring energy. It should be noted that an 
upgrade to CPMU sources for several beamlines is already a major part of our current capital investment programme 
for the coming years (2019-2024). This ID upgrade programme will be extended and integrated as part of the Diamond-
II project in order to fully exploit the bene$t of the low-emittance upgrade and the increased energy of the ring. It is 
clear (Figure 1-4) that the gain in brightness provided by the proposed lattice at 3.5 GeV energy with 160 pm emittance 
is more advantageous for a large number of existing beamlines operating at Diamond than that o#ered by a similar 
lattice with an improved emittance (118 pm) but operating at 3 GeV. Clearly, the 3 GeV option provides only marginal 
gains in brightness below 800 eV, and would not be as transformative for high energies as the selected lattice design.   

Figure 1-4: Gain in spectral brightness for a set of selected undulator sources for Diamond-II at 3 GeV, 118 pm emittance (green curves) and 
Diamond-II at 3.5 GeV, 160 pm emittance (red curves). In the UV regime, soft X-ray regime and hard X-ray, the brightness curves are shown 
respectively for the I05, I21, and the future CPMU 15.6 mm period (to be installed on I11 and VMXm). The photon energy ranges used for all 
current Diamond beamlines are represented by horizontal bars. Beamlines B22 (IR) and I12 (high-energy engineering) energies are outside of 
the range of this graph. 
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Compromise to achieve the science at Diamond

Figure 1-3 : Coherent fraction in the horizontal direction as a function of Energy for Diamond (blue), Diamond-II at 3 GeV (green) and Diamond-
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160 pm.rad
3.5GeV

118 pm.rad
3.0GeV

8 new mid-straights can be used
Create one new long straight
Preserve all bending magnet beamlines and offer ID upgrades

The Diamond-II lattice has 
therefore been designed 
with the lowest possible 
emittance with the 
constraints of: 
•doubling the number of 
straight sections by 
including a mid-straight at 
the centre of each cell 
•increasing the energy to 
3.5 GeV 
•maintaining certain 
minimum straight section 
lengths 
•making minimal changes 
in position and angle of 
source points 
•preserving off-axis 
injection with top-up. 

Diamond-I I :  Advancing S cience
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4. Beamlines and complementary technologies 

Achievements in super-resolution microscopy, gravitational waves (LIGO) and cryoEM underscore the idea 
that major leaps in science are often a consequence of technology-enabled improvements in sensitivity. For 
LIGO, a 3-fold improvement produced the required sensitivity, whereas in cryoEM a >10-fold improvement 

in detector frame rates opened the door to high-resolution reconstructions. Indeed, the present Diamond source 
generated several orders of magnitude increase over the previous facility; in Diamond-II, the 20-fold reduction in 
horizontal emittance will enhance the intrinsic signal-to-noise across all beamlines and the storage ring energy 
increase to 3.5 GeV will provide a substantial increase in !ux at high photon energies (see Table I). 

4.1. Bene"t of Diamond-II for existing 
ID beamlines
Many X-ray beamlines will directly bene!t from the lower 
emittance (and upgrade of IDs) and will be able to exploit 
the increased brightness, coherence and improved signal 
to noise for more accurate measurements at micron and 
sub-micron length scales. Table 2 lists current and planned 
beamlines at Diamond. Obviously, brightness limited 
instruments for 3D chemical tomography and imaging (I08, 
I18, I14, I13-1, I13-2) will directly bene!t from the upgrade, 
but the gains for other instruments are also real step 
changes: powder di"raction (I11) for example will be able 
to work routinely at 30 keV, providing a much improved 
integration with in situ experimental setups and operando 
measurements of materials in their relevant operating 
environment. Small molecule crystallography (I19) will 
shift much of its user programme to using high-energy 
microfocussed beams, allowing single micron-sized grains 
to be analysed. A 40 keV instrument using an undulator 
source for micro-PDF will allow mapping of heterogeneity 
in disordered systems, nano-crystalline or amorphous 
components of the sample, currently inaccessible on the 
Wiggler source. Spectroscopy studies under geologically 
relevant high-pressures with nano-diamond anvil cells will 
be possible due to the much higher penetration.       

Table 1 below summarises the gain in brightness at 1 keV, 25 keV 
and 40 keV with Diamond-II at both 3.0 and 3.5 GeV compared to 
the current machine, assuming a CPMU at 4 mm gap in a standard 
straight section in all cases, and a beam current of 300 mA. For 
the 25 and 40 keV cases a suitable undulator period is used which 
provides continuous tunability down to 6keV.   

Photon 
energy (keV)

Gain in 
brightness 
Diamond-II at 
3 GeV (118pm)

Gain in brightness 
Diamond-II at 3.5 
GeV (160pm)

1 x 10 x 8

25 x 18 x 49

40 x 17 x 79

Table 1: Gain in brightness with Diamond-II at 3 or 3.5 GeV, 
calculated using the Wigner formulation.

In MX (Macromolecular Crystallography), XPCS (X-ray 
Photon Correlation Spectroscopy) or USAXS (Ultra-Small 
Angle X-ray Scattering), the improved horizontal emittance 
will map directly into gains in measurement signal-to-
noise, especially for room temperature data or well-
ordered crystals if complemented by small pixel detectors 
that match feature size. The reduction in measured X-ray 
background in such cases will extend data resolution and/
or reduce the required dose for equivalent data quality. Due 
to the gains in brightness at higher energies, MX at 25 keV 
and above becomes a tractable method for substantially 
reducing radiation damage on micron sized crystals (as the 
mean path-length of the damaging photoelectrons exceeds 
the size of the crystal). Theoretical and experimental 
investigations11,12,13 indicate a gain of between 3 to 10-fold 
in crystal lifetime for micron sized beams at 20 - 25 keV. 

But even for low energy beamlines the overall impact for 
Diamond-II will be substantial. For Diamond’s IR beamline, 
B22, the Diamond-II lattice is expected to enhance the 
brightness by ~4-fold for the mid IR spectral range to ~10-
fold for the THz range and allow improvements in noise 
and stability. Our Circular Dichroism (CD) beamline, B23, 
has invented a new imaging method with 50 micron spatial 
resolution. This has tremendous potential in microdevices, 
biosensors and polymers. The new lattice will enable an 
order of magnitude increase in spatial resolution. For 
I05, the ability to focus more e#ciently micro-size beams 
(factor of 3) will open the door for experiments using a 
gate voltage or nanoscale strain as tuning parameters. 
Soft X-ray magnetic imaging with coherent beam will 
complement our current capabilities using photo emission 
electron microscopy (PEEM) and scanning transmission 
X-ray microscopy (STXM). Our soft X-ray RIXS beamline (I21) 
will be able to work e#ciently in the tender X-ray regime 
and access 4D transition metals, and use multiplexed 
measurements by switching to a horizontal scattering 
geometry.   



The Coherent Soft X-ray Imaging 
and Diffraction beamline

CSXID
David Burn



CSXID experimental techniques

Phys. Rev. A 99, 053838 (2019)

HolographyPtychography Bragg CDI

Tomography Laminography

M. Klaui, et.al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 88 (2006) 232507.

Magnetic contrast Chemical contrast

Temperature Magnetic field Electrical connections Liquid and gas delivery Time resolution
Environment 
development



Spectroscopy WIthin Fast Timescales:
beamline SWIFT

Giannantonio Cibin



Nanoparticle chemistry
Time resolution

Metalloenzymes 
Flux And time resolution
Radiation damage

Solar power

Biofuels

Methane 
conversion

Climate change

Gas in Gas out

Catalysis:
Mapping, Spectroscopies
Time resolution 

Energy: 
spatial and time resolution in batteries 

Environment and Earth sciences
Spatial resolution, radiation damage control

SWIFT: Science drivers

Courtesy of Giannantonio Cibin



Source: 13-pole wiggler in a mid-straight section

Multi-pole wiggler - 3.2 kW total power
Source is off-axis to the nominal trajectory

Will give 10-15 times more photons than B18



QUICK-EXAFS Monochromator
Monochromators: High power load, LN cooled

• Quick-EXAFS, fast-scanning DCM (50Hz, 4-35 keV)
• Channel-cut, direct-drive, direct cooling

• Continuous-scanning, fixed exit ( ‘conventional’)

Preliminary studies quite advanced:

Challenges are thermal load and alignment accuracy 
 under high dynamical conditions 

Complex crystal design, direct LN2 cooling 
LN2 joints under vibrations 

Courtesy of Giannantonio Cibin



Endstations

Experimental Hutch 1: bulk 
• High flux 
• Operando studies, dilute systems
• Beam size: 100 x 100 um 
 

Experimental Hutch2: microfocus 
• Beam size: 20 x 20 um
• Sample chemical mapping, 

tomography 

Operando sample environments
• High temperature
• Gas flow reaction cells
• Liquid flow reaction cells
• Electrochemistry

Courtesy of Giannantonio Cibin



Endstations: Ancillary instrumentation

Again, will expand on the experience from 
the present Spectroscopy beamlines

To characterise the sample conditions
during operando experiments

• Mass Spectrometers

• Potentiostats

• UV-VIS spectrometers

• FTIR, Raman 

B18 – Core XAS• Essential is development of software interfaces - EPICS, BlueSky 
• Need: correlate time-resolved conventional instrumentation and beamline data
• Control integrated with data acquisition system  
• Intake of time-resolved data for live processing 

 

Sample 
furnace

Temperature 
control

Gas delivery 
control system: 

MFC, valves

Mass 
spectroscopy

FTIR 
spectrometer

X-ray detectors

Experiment 
orchestration

Data acquisition 
Correlation

Live visualisation

Beamline control

Courtesy of Giannantonio Cibin



Opportunities and Challenges
What we should consider in the theory



Study 1: Experimental setup and method

Experimental method
• CA measurements at fixed potential: OCP, -

0.5V,-1V, -1.5V, -2V held for 30 minutes 
EXAFS spectra acquired every 3minutes.

• CV measurements were conducted on the 
electrocatalysts in the potential interval 0/-
2 V (vs Ag/AgCl) at a scan rate of 10 mVs-1.
XANES spectra acquired every 20s

Courtesy of Diego Gianolio



Study 1: data analysis

We can distinguish 3 potentials windows where catalyst have different
properties

a) -0.15V (OCP) to -0.55V 
prevalent CO2RR reaction

b) -0.65V to -1.25V HER 
becomes dominant

c) -1.45V to -1.95V highest 
HER rate but catalyst unstable

Courtesy of Diego Gianolio



Outstanding CO2RR FE and 
high selectivity derive from 

the synergistic effect 
between the carbon 

surface chemistry and Fe–
OOH nanostructure.

The potential at which the 
Fe(II) sites are formed 

dictates the potential for 
the CO2RR.  

Most relevant are the small 
Fh-FeOOH clusters or Fe 

single atoms at the edge of 
the graphitic layers. 

Synthetic strategies for 
improved catalysts must 

aim to maximize the 
stabilization of small Fh-

FeOOH clusters

Potential induced Fe(II) 
species adsorb and reduce 
HCO3− species producing 

formic acid. N dopants 
have a double effect: 

coordinate CO2-species, 
promoting C-C coupling 

stabilize Fe sites inhibiting 
HER

Region a)

• Shift in edge energy highlight  
formation of Fe(II) sites

• EXAFS shift of Fe-O to higher
distances is in agreement with 
the interpretation of XANES

Region c)

• formation of intermediate  Fe-
hydride species from OH 
dissociation.  

• adsorbed H+ are discharged as 
H2, leaving Fe(0) behind.

Region b)

• The slight increase of the pre-
edge at 7112.5 eV indicates the 
formation of Fe(0). 

• EXAFS still measure the 
presence of Fe-O bonds

Study 1: Conclusions

Courtesy of Diego Gianolio

Should go beyond valence state, bond 
lengths. Details of are important, more useful

 



Prof. R. Wang UCL,
procurement and 

commissioning of Pilatus 
detector in B18

Courtesy of Diego Gianolio



Energy 
materials

Li ion batteries charge/discharge mechanism

Courtesy of Diego Gianolio



Alanine on Ni{111}

• DFT: VASP (J. Ontaneda, R. 
Grau-Cresopo)

• Experiment: Ni{111} @ 300 K; 
Nicklin et al. J. Phys. Chem. C 
119 (2015) 26566 .

∢ OCO DFT 23.0°
∢ OCO NEXAFS 60° 
ΔBE O 1s DFT 0.01 eV
ΔBE O 1s  XPS ~ 0 eV

Ni{111}

• Experimental O 1s BE shifts well 
reproduced.

• Angle OCO vs surface significantly 
different from experimental values 
(60°) obtained using gas-phase 
orbital symmetry.

• Need better modelling of NEXAFS / 
XAS

Angle-resolved NEXAFS

O1s XPS

Courtesy of Georg Held



q 1) Intermediate states in reactions: full chemistry and not the 
ionic formal bond picture: not the bulk sample, the real one with 
full electrons / protons transfers with environment

Opportunities



More complex spectroscopies
HERFD, XES and RIXS



ZnO HERFD-XAS (Zn K-edge)

Angularly-dependent HERFD-XAS
Polarization parallel (90∘) - perpendicular (0∘) to c-axis.

Exciting-DFT
Exciting-BSE
Experiment

• Single Crystal HERFD-XANES spectra measured on I20-Scanning Beamline at Diamond Light Source
• Simulations Carried out using Exciting Code1 on Archer2 (Access provided by HPC-CONEXS).
• Beyond-DFT methods based on the Bethe-Salpeter Equation formalism provide significantly better agreement with the experiment.
• BSE simulations of the XANES spectrum fully account for changes associated with polarization of incident beam 

1J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 26, 363202 (2014)., Phys. Rev. Res. 2, 042003 (2020)., Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 24, 17439 (2022).

Courtesy of Joshua Elliott 



Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering:
photon-in, photon-out technique
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| ⟩𝑰  - Intermediate State (Core excitation)
| ⟩𝑭  - Final State (Scattering product)

Courtesy of Joshua Elliott 



ZnO RIXS (Zn 1s2p-plane)

• Angularly-dependent RIXS maps of the Zn 1s2p-
plane also measured on I20-Scanning Beamline at 
Diamond Light Source

• Simulated RIXS maps correlate DFT ground state 
| ⟩𝟎 , BSE K-edge excited states | ⟩𝑰 	and BSE L-edge 
excited states | ⟩𝑭 .

• Fully converged simulations require 58k BSE 
transitions at the K-edge and 121k BSE transitions 
at the L-edge.

• BSE RIXS maps reproduce features in experimental 
RIXS maps, and allows us to identify the 
transitions responsible through analysis of 
excitonic states.

Elliott, Hayama, Diaz-Moreno – In Preparation (2024)

Courtesy of Joshua Elliott 



Quartz has a chiral structure
leading to chiral phonons arising 
from the light-matter interaction.

Chiral structures possess chiral phonons – 
i.e. rotational atomic motion perpendicular 
to the phonon propagation direction.

Optical probes, which probe the zone 
centre, are not sensitive to such vibrational 
modes.

Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering (RIXS) 
at the O K-edge (534eV) was used to 
observe chiral phonons for the first time.

H. Ueda et et al., Nature 618, 946 (2023)

Strongest 
dichroic peak

Courtesy of Sarnjeet Dhesi and Ke-Jin Zhou



DFT to identify phonon modes, dispersion, chirality and magnetic moments
Phonon chirality Light interaction strength Phonon magnetic moment

RIXS was measured at a low-symmetry point (Q1) in the BZ and DFT 
used to calculate the phonon dispersion along GQ1

DFT demonstrates that the strongest dichroic peak in the RIXS spectrum
at ~50meV arises from modes (red arrows) with a large chirality and 
strong interaction with the light. DFT can also indicate the 
magnetic moment of the  phonon mode.

Courtesy of Sarnjeet Dhesi and Ke-Jin Zhou



Collective quadrupolar magnons (DS = 2) were revealed for 
the first time by RIXS in a one-dimensional S = 1 quantum 
spin-chain antiferromagnet, Y2BaNiO5.

Inelastic neutron scattering, is only sensitive to collective 
dipolar magnons (DS = 1)  and is insensitive to higher-order 
excitations. 

Density matrix normalization group (DMRG) is well known for 
understanding the low-energy physics of the spin-chain 
systems with various spin model. 

Here, DMRG was applied to compute the dynamical spin 
correlation functions: S0(q, w), S1(q, w), S2(q, w) giving 
information about DStot = 0, DStot = 1, DStot = 2 excitations 
respectively (shown in the left figures).  

A. Nag et al., Nature Communications 13, 2327 (2022)

Courtesy of Sarnjeet Dhesi and Ke-Jin Zhou



Three-dimensional collective charge excitations (plasmons) 
have long been predicted, and were recently discovered by 
RIXS in cuprates owing to the inter-layer long-range 
Coulombic interaction. 

The Determinant Quantum Monte Carlo (DQMC) method 
was used to compute the dynamical charge susceptibility in 
the 2D Hubbard model for doped cuprates and incorporate 
the three-dimensional Coulomb interactions using a random-
phase-approximation formalism (RPA). 

M. Hepting et al., Nature 563, 374 (2018)

Courtesy of Sarnjeet Dhesi and Ke-Jin Zhou



The Energy Loss Spectrum

Core-loss: 
chemical 
information
Bonding, 
composition

Low-loss: 
optical 
properties
Plasmonics, 
Nanoantennas 

G. Botton, MRS Bulletin, Review article, Special issue, Jan 2012 



Energy Loss Near Edge Structures

Botton, in Encyclopedia “Science of Microscopy”, Radtke & Botton, in “STEM”

=XANES =EXAFS
E  dependence 
replaced by q
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Probing unoccupied states

Optical
spectroscopy
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q = k 0 − k1 Replacing Electric field vector with q

(with core-hole effects as in XAS)



Anisotropy effects

Initially observed for anisotropic materials (e.g. graphite). Also seen in BN, superconductors.

The effect is caused by the angular dependence of the electronic structure and the choice of 
experimental conditions. The scattering vector q points in different directions in the crystal and 
probes different portions of the bonds.

The same effect is observed in XAS. With photons the transitions are probed along the electric 
field vector (perpendicular to the beam direction). In EELS there is a larger flexibility as the 
scattering vector can be also changed (and momentum transfer is also large).
G.A. Botton, J. Electron Spectroscopy and Related Phenomena, 2005

s*

p*
p*
s*



Angular Distribution: Electron Scattering 

p* s*

Botton, J. El. Spec. Rel. Phen. 2005



q 1) Intermediate states in reactions: full chemistry and not the 
ionic formal bond picture: not the bulk sample, the real one with 
full electron transfers with environment

q 2) excited states, will full angular dependence, phonon coupling 
effects, electron correlations

Opportunities (Synchrotron and EELS)



SrTiO3 surfaces
Near Edge Structures from Surfaces?



Formation of a c(4x2) Surface Reconstruction

900˚  Annealed
Specimen preparation approach from Erdman 2002 



Profile Images with Atomic Resolution

{100} sets of planes
• Topmost layer: a layer with a 
significant rearrangement 
• Subsurface layer: a Ti-O layer
• Spacing: 0.24 nm

Vacuum

Atomic model (type B) from Erdman 2003
Multislice simulation codes by Kirkland 2010

Vacuum BF

HAADF

Guo-Zhen Zhu



Crystal Field Effects on Ti L-edge EELS

Vacuum

Crystal Field Multiplet Simulation
• Topmost layer: TiO5 units with charge 
transfer effect (from DFT)
• Subsurface layer: distorted TiO6 units
• Subsequent layers: bulk signatures 

Multiplet codes by Uldry 2012 
Atomic model from Erdman 2003 

G-Z Zhu, G. Radtke, G.A. Botton, Nature, 490, 384–387, 2012 
, doi:10.1038/nature11563 , detailed methodology M&M 2014



Deductions from Model

Detect distortions of octahedra,
Square pyramidal
Lower symmetry Ti and charge transfer

Ti4+ !!

G-Z Zhu, G. Radtke, G.A. Botton, 
Nature, 490, 384–387, (2012) doi:10.1038/nature11563 



Chain-Ladder compounds
Localization of holes

Matthieu Bugnet
(now CNRS, Lyon)



Sr +2, Ca +2, Cu +2

6+22+48=+76 vs -82
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FIG. 1. SCCO structure. A. Sr3Ca11Cu24O41 structure
B(C) ADF-STEM images viewed along [100] ([001]) zone
axis. Ca and Cu elemental maps (bottom) are obtained using
the Ca L2,3 and Cu L2,3 edges, respectively. Principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) was applied to reduce the noise level
(see Suppl. Mater.).

one hole per f.u. to ladders upon Ca doping13. Never-
theless, all studies agree on the linear dependence of the
hole number in chains (or ladders) on Ca doping.

The vast majority of spectral information available
on cuprate superconductors is gathered using probes
with spatial resolutions typically few micrometers or sev-
eral hundred nanometers, such as XAS, XES, angular-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy or x-ray photoe-
mission spectroscopy, thus integrating over all Cu-O
planes in the structure and making the distinction be-
tween the contributions of nonequivalent Cu planes chal-
lenging. It should be mentioned that electron en-
ergy loss spectrometry (EELS) has also been used to
study the character14,15 and symmetry16,17 of the hole
states in high Tc cuprate superconductors, but lacked
atomic plane sensitivity. However, EELS combined with
aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron mi-
croscopy (STEM) is highly spatially selective. It allows
probing of the chemical bonding and the electronic struc-
ture at the atomic scale18,19, using inelastically scattered
electrons from a sub-angström probe, and is thereby
perfectly adapted to distinguish independent Cu planes
individually21–23. Further, the energy loss near edge
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FIG. 2. O K near edge structures. O K edge onset
recorded along [100] and [001] zone axes. H and U indicate
the O 2p hole and upper Hubbard band peaks, respectively.
The energy resolution is obtained using a monochromator,
and is comparable to XAS measurements.

structures (ELNES) arise from transitions to unoccupied
states of a particular energy, from which electronic or-
bitals can be mapped24, and relevant electronic struc-
ture information can be localized and identified at the
atomic scale. Recently, real space mapping of holes was
demonstrated in a series of YBaCuO6+� compounds in
a qualitative approach23. While a direct visualization of
holes can be relevant in itself, the quantification of hole
concentrations at the atomic scale is of substantial in-
terest to further understand the electronic structure and
physical properties of hole-doped superconductors from
the nano- to the macro-scale, and remains lacking.

II. RESULTS

In this work, the hole-distribution in the chain-ladder
Sr3Ca11Cu24O41 (SCCO) is investigated by STEM-EELS
at the atomic level, using the O K pre-edge ELNES
(see Fig. 2). The latter is composed of the hole
band (peak H) associated with the O 2p orbitals14? in-
volved in the Zhang-Rice singlets25, and the upper Hub-
bard band (peak U). The small anisotropy observed in
the monochromated spectra, which is influenced by the
experimental conditions used in the STEM-EELS ex-
periments, is in excellent agreement with the intrinsic

O K edge

M. Bugnet  G. Radtke, S. Loeffler, et al, 
Science Advances, 25 March 2016 DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.1501652
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FIG. 1. SCCO structure. A. Sr3Ca11Cu24O41 structure
B(C) ADF-STEM images viewed along [100] ([001]) zone
axis. Ca and Cu elemental maps (bottom) are obtained using
the Ca L2,3 and Cu L2,3 edges, respectively. Principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) was applied to reduce the noise level
(see Suppl. Mater.).

one hole per f.u. to ladders upon Ca doping13. Never-
theless, all studies agree on the linear dependence of the
hole number in chains (or ladders) on Ca doping.

The vast majority of spectral information available
on cuprate superconductors is gathered using probes
with spatial resolutions typically few micrometers or sev-
eral hundred nanometers, such as XAS, XES, angular-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy or x-ray photoe-
mission spectroscopy, thus integrating over all Cu-O
planes in the structure and making the distinction be-
tween the contributions of nonequivalent Cu planes chal-
lenging. It should be mentioned that electron en-
ergy loss spectrometry (EELS) has also been used to
study the character14,15 and symmetry16,17 of the hole
states in high Tc cuprate superconductors, but lacked
atomic plane sensitivity. However, EELS combined with
aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron mi-
croscopy (STEM) is highly spatially selective. It allows
probing of the chemical bonding and the electronic struc-
ture at the atomic scale18,19, using inelastically scattered
electrons from a sub-angström probe, and is thereby
perfectly adapted to distinguish independent Cu planes
individually21–23. Further, the energy loss near edge
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FIG. 2. O K near edge structures. O K edge onset
recorded along [100] and [001] zone axes. H and U indicate
the O 2p hole and upper Hubbard band peaks, respectively.
The energy resolution is obtained using a monochromator,
and is comparable to XAS measurements.

structures (ELNES) arise from transitions to unoccupied
states of a particular energy, from which electronic or-
bitals can be mapped24, and relevant electronic struc-
ture information can be localized and identified at the
atomic scale. Recently, real space mapping of holes was
demonstrated in a series of YBaCuO6+� compounds in
a qualitative approach23. While a direct visualization of
holes can be relevant in itself, the quantification of hole
concentrations at the atomic scale is of substantial in-
terest to further understand the electronic structure and
physical properties of hole-doped superconductors from
the nano- to the macro-scale, and remains lacking.

II. RESULTS

In this work, the hole-distribution in the chain-ladder
Sr3Ca11Cu24O41 (SCCO) is investigated by STEM-EELS
at the atomic level, using the O K pre-edge ELNES
(see Fig. 2). The latter is composed of the hole
band (peak H) associated with the O 2p orbitals14? in-
volved in the Zhang-Rice singlets25, and the upper Hub-
bard band (peak U). The small anisotropy observed in
the monochromated spectra, which is influenced by the
experimental conditions used in the STEM-EELS ex-
periments, is in excellent agreement with the intrinsic

M. Bugnet  G. Radtke, S. Loeffler, et al, 
Science Advances, 24 March 2016



Hole distribution in chain-ladder 
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TABLE II. Calculated contributions of chains and ladders to the total inelastic intensity.

Orientation Beam position Inelastic intensity from ladders (arb. u.) Inelastic intensity from chains (arb. u.)
[100] Ladders 155956 (⇠ 84 %) 28902 (⇠ 16 %)

Chains 17683 (⇠ 7 %) 240596 (⇠ 93 %)
[001] Ladders 139527 (⇠ 84 %) 26567 (⇠ 16 %)

Chains 35524 (⇠ 17 %) 177920 (⇠ 83 %)
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FIG. 5. Hole distribution within the ladders vs Ca
content in Sr14�xCaxCu24O41. The hole distribution from
this work (red cross) is indicated in comparison with data
taken from published work (green triangle – Osafune et al.12,
orange star – Nücker et al.6, purple diamond – Tafra et al.11,
black circle – Huang et al.8, blue square – Rusydi et al.13,
dark cyan square – Piskunov et al.10).

In summary, the hole distribution among chains and
ladders in Sr3Ca11Cu24O41 has been probed by STEM-
EELS at atomic resolution. Contrary to XAS, and other
techniques that probe both chains and ladders at the
same time, STEM-EELS allows to distinguish the signals
coming from chains and ladders independently. A qual-
itative analysis of the results indicates that the chains
hold a majority of holes. A quantitative analysis is pro-
posed based on the gaussian fitting of the O K ELNES
pre-edge structures, and supported by inelastic chan-
neling calculations, which account for both channeling
e↵ects and spectral weights di↵erence in ladders and
chains. The combination of electronic structure finger-
print in the ELNES, atomic resolution in the aberration
corrected STEM, and state of the art inelastic channeling
calculations, opens the way to better understanding the
electronic properties of cuprate superconductors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Crystal growth

Single crystals of Sr3Ca11Cu24O41 have been grown by
the Optical Floating Zone (OFZ) method. The starting
materials Sr3Ca11Cu24O41 were pre-annealed powders of
CaCO3 (99.9, CERAC) and SrCO3 (99.9, AlfaAesar)
and CuO (99.9, CERAC). The appropriate stoichiomet-
ric mixtures of powders were crushed and ground using
mortar and pestle to ensure pulverization of the powders
and homogenous mixing, then it was transferred into a
rubber tube. A vacuum pump was afterwards used to
extract air from the rubber tube, and the material was
placed in a hydrostatic press under 60 MPa for 20 min-
utes. This produced cylindrical rods of powder that were
approximately 11 cm in length and 8 mm in diameter.
These rods were sintered in a tube furnace in air for 48
hours at 1200�C, and then cooled to room temperature
before being removed from the furnace. High quality
single crystals were grown in the OFZ Cannon furnace
with 9 atm over-pressure of O2, with a growth rate of
1 mm/hr. The feed rod and seed rod counter rotated
20 rpm. As Sr3Ca11Cu24O41 melts incongruently, a flux
pellet made of 30 wgt % SrO and 70 wgt % CuO (0.5g
in total) was initially used to start the growth.

B. Assessment of sample purity and stoichiometry

Energy dispersive x-ray experiments conducted in a
FEI Titan 80-300 TEM, operated at 80 kV, confirmed
the doping level, with a Sr:Ca content of ⇠3.1:10.9.

C. STEM-EELS

The crystal was oriented by Laue x-ray di↵raction.
Two specimens, with [100] and [001] orientations, were
prepared by focused ion beam (FIB) using a Zeiss NVi-
sion 40 dual beam apparatus. The specimen were
subsequently thinned down by ion milling (Fischione
Nanomill) at liquid nitrogen temperature with Ar beam
energies in the range 500-900 eV, in order to remove the
damaged areas from the FIB, and to reach electron trans-
parency. The thickness of the areas probed in high reso-
lution STEM-EELS were determined using EELS27,28 as
⇠30 nm and ⇠45 nm in the [100] and [001] zone axes,
respectively.



2. Structural evolution of the 
cathode materials

NMC (LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3)O2 

HE-NMC (Li1.2Ni0.13Mn0.54Co0.13O2) 

Applications

Oxygen

TM layers

Li Layers

1. EELS study on charge 
compensation during cycling



Charge Compensation?

During Li+ deintercalation:
Mn & Co — not being oxidized, Ni — 
Ni2+→Ni4+

During Li+ 
intercalation:
Ni — Ni4+→Ni2+

Ni 2+ → 3+? Or 4+?
Co, Mn unchanged.       

Mn+4
Co+3

Hanshuo Liu, et al.  
Phys Chem. Chem. 
Phys.2016, 
DOI: 
10.1039/c6cp0526
2b 



Valence map of Mn and Co of 4.1V charged NMC

HAADF-STEM image of a 4.1V 
charged NMC particle

Surface reduction layer ~1.5 nm thick.
Electrochemical reduction only after 
electrolyte interaction, charging

Vacuum transfer of sample in TEM

Liu et al., Phys.Chem.Chem.Phys., 2016, 18, 29064

Valence map of Mn and Co of 4.1V charged NMC



From work of L. Giordano and Y. Shao-Horn, MIT

Surface Reduction: 
Charge Transfer with Electrolyte

LMO 
Compounds
In EC 
(Ethylene 
Carbonate)

Values might 
be different in 
NMC
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Ø Ni has been oxidized to higher valence up 
to 4+.

Ø Ni is in lower valence at the surface (<3+) 
compared with the bulk (~4+) when probing 
perpendicular with Li+ plane direction.
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EELS spectra: 4.1V Charged State
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STEM image of NMC after 20 cycles and the corresponding nanobeam 
convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) pattern 

O K-edge Mn L-edges Co L-edges Ni L-edges

Cycling-induced Structural Evolution

Fm3m rock-salt structure 
(NixMnyCo1-x-y)O with Mn2+, 
Co2+, and Ni2+

R3m layered structure with 
Mn4+, Co3+, and Ni2+

H. Liu et al, Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics, 2016, 18, 29064



q 1) Intermediate states in reactions: full chemistry and not the 
ionic formal bond picture: not the bulk sample, the real one with 
full electron transfers with environment.

q 2) Excited states, will full angular dependence, phonon coupling 
effects, electron correlations, beyond DFT to extract full details 
from spectra. 

q 3) Local electronic structure (interfaces, become more dominant): 
supercell calculations, not bulk.

Summary: Opportunities



q 1) Not just bulk spectroscopy but the interaction in an active 
environment, intermediate reactions (beyond DFT)

q 2) Massive data deluge even for spectroscopy (time, space)
q 3) Size of supercells for calculations
q 4) finally, you will see the damage, just as with electrons

Challenges
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